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Q: What is RDS?
A: Radio Data Systems is an encoded subcarrier
that travels along the main FM frequency that
carries encoded information. This information is
used to command any number of functions to
receivers with the RDS feature.

/ Q: What is the origin of RDS?
A: RDS is popular in Europe, where for nearly 10 .
years it has been used with much success. In the
U.S., RDS had a slow s~rt, but_i~_slowly creeping
back into the American'market. ,,;'---

Q: Where does RDS currently stand in the U.S.
marketplace?
A: RDS is making a "comeback" indirectly due to
the advent of sattelite radio. The National Radio
Systems Committee (NRSC) is the organization
that sets the standards as well as the
implementation of such technologies. As satellite
radio becomes the new buzz, the effort to revive
RDS has been caught in that whirlwind
What follows are several points that deal with
TRAFFAX and our affiliates ...

1) Benefits for TRAFFAX: The RDS exciter sends
a subcarrier with a special tone, called a TA flag.
In our particular case it would be a "traffic" flag.
This flag would activate any RDS receiver with the"traffic" selector chosen. (In turn, the "weather"
flag would activate when a weather report with the
~ special weather TA subcarrier, etc. More on that
later) The TA traffic flag Will automatically go to
ANY traffic report on the FM ban~, regardless if
the person is listening to ano~er radio station or

even a tape or cd
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The power of this as a selling tool would be an
incredible value added feature. Much as "quarter
hour" ratings tend to be valued over regular
"cume", the idea that a traffic report heard
a) by 'a_person actively seeking it
b) by a person 2 or 3 times
is a feature that can bring higher rates and sporl.br
loyalty, not to mention it being the perfect deal
closer for a sponsor on the fence.

2) Benefits to affiliates:
Traditional radio facilities will be faced with
competition from satellite radio in the not too
distant future. The typical RDS hardware they
will install will also have a number of other
features which can benefit them from a ratings
b~lding perspective, as well as a value added rate
- builder:
a) weather TA flags
b) text messaging- offer text sp0!lsorships
c) scrolling text on website "
d) Stations with 2 frequencies- will be able to
switch from the weaker signal to the better one
as the driver travels.
3) Costs:
Unlike the early days of the technology, these units
are in the $1,000 range. Added costs will be the
telemetry from TRAFF.AX to active and deactivate
the TA flag. The control of this must stay in our
hands. Inexpensive subaudio relays are easily
installed to fire the TA, much like the stop tone on
a cart machine.

The cost prohibitions are as follows: A unit is
necessary at every transmitter site. And it's a
tough sell to get every affiliate to pay for these.
I
suggest creative barter.
As satellite and digital radios start to grow in the
market, so will RDS. RDS radios are featured in
the major auto makers "loaded vehicles" (Ford
F-150, Buick Alero, Volvo C-70, just as a few
examples) If these auto makers are adding these
raqios for 2001, maybe we can make this the
market where they can get the word out!
\

Abridged Sales/AD

Strategy:

Ford, GM and Chryslet"pick up the-tab for 8 of
these units. TRAFFAX and the affiliates offer
them barter. Eller Outdoor pitches them a
campaign that shows the cars with the radio on the·way to the shore:
"Baltimore and DC residents, ever wonder what that TRAFFIC
button does on your radio? Punch it and see. If you don't have that
traffic button, come see us! Your Washington Ford Dealers"

$10 or $12,oOQin advertising with 8 or 9 stations
could be slam dunked in no time! And we're an
easy test market to set this up with since we're the
only show in town.
See next page attachment for the search results Qf
"RDS" for "Radio World Online":
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category listings

for a list of companies in specific areas

RDS
• AEV Sri

• Auditem
• Bejar Electronics Lab Inc.

• Broadcast Richmond
•
•
•
•

Continental Electronics
Denon Electronics
Deutshe Telekom AG
Erickson Broadcast Service

• Harris Corporation,

Broadcast Division

• Harri~ Corporation,
• Inovonics Inc.
• Itelco US Inc.

RF EQuipment

•
•
•
•

Milestone Technoloaies Inc.
Modulation Sciences Inc.
RE America Inc.
TFT Inc.

• 2WCOM

http://www.rwonline.com/pandsdir/alphcatJpcrds.html
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